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Abstract
Efforts to realize the potential of learning analytics (LA) to contribute to improving student learning and learning
design have brought important advances. A review of successful cases of learning analytics applications reveals
that 1) there is a tight coupling between the learning outcome (LO) goals, task sequence design, and the learning
analytics and feedback in each case, and 2) the learning analytics to be deployed and the feedback to be provided
to learners and/or teachers are integral to the learning design (LD) rather than constructed after the LD is completed.
Learning design frameworks in the literature have focused on generic learning task taxonomies and are unable to
scaffold LA-integrated LD practice. This paper proposes a multilevel framework for LA-integrated LD, which provides
a hierarchically nested multilevel structure for the design of LD and LA elements based on 60 STEM curriculum
units collected from authentic classrooms. The framework includes a design process model in the form of a Learning
Design Triangle and the concept of Learning Analytics integrated Curriculum Component Design Patterns (LACCDP). Operationalization of the framework is illustrated using one STEM curriculum unit. This framework can be
adopted for professional learning and technology development to support LA-integrated LD practices.
Notes for Practice
•

For learning analytics (LA) to be effectively deployed to support learning and teaching, it needs to be
fully integrated into the learning design (LD) process and not added in as an afterthought. An LA design
component should be an integral part of an LD design framework.

•

LD is a complex, hierarchically nested, multilevel process from the course level all the way down to the
detailed designs within each task, including social organization and individual resources. Coherence
and alignment across the different levels and elements of the design are important for the LD to be
effective.

•

LD decisions for different design elements at different levels should be underpinned by learningsciences-grounded pedagogic principles.

•

LD frameworks should provide explicit support to guide teachers and other LD professionals through
the multilevel (co-)design process and facilitate the construction of mechanisms to promote pedagogical
alignment across the design levels and elements.

•

An LA-integrated LD framework should support the documentation of Learning Analytics integrated
Curriculum Component Design Patterns (LA-CCDP) to achieve effective learning for specific learning
outcomes. These patterns could serve as the “low-hanging fruit” for teachers’ adoption of LA in their
teaching practice.
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1. Introduction
The ultimate goal of learning analytics (LA) is to gain a better understanding of student learning within educational contexts
and to provide intelligence to learners, teachers, and administrators to improve learning. Learning design (LD) has been
identified as an important conduit to achieve this goal as it provides the necessary context for the sense-making and
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interpretation of the analytics, and for the provision of appropriate feedback to influence learning and teaching. The workshop
on connecting learning analytics with learning design in LAK ’12 (Lockyer & Dawson, 2012) is among the earliest documented
efforts to call the LA community’s attention to this area of research. Since then, there have been increasing interests and
interdisciplinary efforts to realize the anticipated potential of learning analytics to provide evidence-based feedback to learners
and teachers to enhance learning and learning design. This paper is a response to Mangaroska and Giannakos’s (2019) call for
the development of a framework to systematically capture learning design data that is grounded in learning analytics and
learning theory. Before introducing the framework and demonstrating how it can be operationalized in authentic curriculum
contexts, we need to explain our perspective on the purpose and requirements for developing such a framework. We do so by
grounding the development of the framework on our interpretation of the key advances and critical gaps in research in this
area based on the rich published literature.
1.1. From Theoretical Exploration to Demonstrated Influence of Learning Design on Learning Behaviour
Lockyer, Heathcote, and Dawson (2013) rightly point out the need for a formalism to document learning design in order to
provide the necessary information about the learning context for the selection, design, and deployment of LA. Our paper
identifies three core elements as essential for documenting intentions in learning design: learning resources, tasks, and support
mechanisms. It also provides an illustration of how checkpoint and process analytics can be mapped to different points in the
designed learning sequence for a case-based learning design represented using the above three design elements, and how the
resulting analytics can be used to inform teachers about learner engagement during the learning process and possible ways to
improve the design.
In order to seek empirical evidence that learning design influences student learning behaviour, Rienties, Nguyen, Holmes,
and Reedy (2017) critically reviewed the data collected from eight large-scale studies conducted at the Open University UK
(OUUK) to examine the relationships between the learning design and learning analytics measures captured. OUUK adopts an
LD framework (referred to as OULDI) that categorizes learning activities into seven broad categories: 1) assimilative, 2)
finding and handling information, 3) communicative, 4) productive, 5) experiential, 6) interactive/adaptive, and 7) assessment.
An estimated time needed for students to complete each of the activities per week is also recorded in the LD system. Rienties
et al. (2017) report that while learning designs strongly predicted student online learning behaviour and performance, the
activity types receiving the highest learner satisfaction ratings were pedagogically very different from those found to correlate
highly with learner performance. Based on the findings, the authors further point out the need for refinement in the LD
framework so that LA can provide fine-grained pedagogical feedback to teachers and learners.
1.2. Learning Analytics Implementation as a Co-Design Partnership With Teachers
The challenge of embedding AI in authentic learning and teaching contexts is not just a technical one but includes related
human challenges that are cognitive, social, organizational, and political in nature (Buckingham Shum, Ferguson, & MartinezMaldonado, 2019). At the cognitive level, the adoption and interpretation of LA require a range of literacies at some level of
sophistication: design literacy, digital literacy, assessment literacy, and data literacy. Thus, there is an emerging recognition
that even for well-developed learning analytics tools shown to be capable of providing appropriate feedback to learners, their
effective adoption and integration in authentic educational contexts requires a process of pedagogical innovation with teachers
participating as partners in the innovation co-design process (Rosé, McLaughlin, Liu, & Koedinger, 2019). The role of LA as
a technology tool is often not simply to improve the efficacy of an established process, but to support new ways of learning
and teaching.
For the LA adoption process to be successful, teachers not only need to learn new knowledge and skills, but also need to
engage in pedagogical innovation — adopting practices and approaches that may be foreign to their established pedagogical
repertoire (e.g., law teachers learning about the pedagogical value of teaching rhetorical moves and using writing analytics to
provide feedback to students; Shibani, Knight, Buckingham Shum, & Ryan, 2017; Shibani, Knight, & Buckingham Shum,
2019). Engaging teachers and other LD professionals in the co-design of LA tools (Ahn, Campos, Hays, & DiGiacomo, 2019)
as well as in their implementation (Rehrey, Shepard, Hostetter, Reynolds, & Groth, 2019; Shibani et al., 2017) have been found
to be important in ensuring the appropriate design and integration of the LA tools and interpretation of the results and
visualizations in authentic contexts in an iterative productive process.
It is noteworthy that all the papers included in the special section on human-centred learning analytics in Vol. 6(2) of the
JLA include teachers among the stakeholders involved in the design process, and some also include data scientists, userinterface designers, and LA researchers. In the editorial, Buckingham Shum et al. (2019) conclude that LA should not be
something done to teachers or learners, but should be done with the involved stakeholders. Rosé et al. (2019) further advocate
that LA research should seek to develop “explanatory learner models” in order to ensure the actionability and interpretability
of LA efforts, and identify the establishment of an interdisciplinary “learning engineering team” comprising technologists,
education professionals, learning scientists, and design experts as an essential condition. Beyond the anticipated pedagogical
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benefits, the construction of explanatory learner models is also expected to advance theory building and improve pedagogical
models in the learning sciences.
1.3. Robust Technology Pedagogical Content Knowledge Underpinning Successful Cases of Design-Based
LA Implementation
A major challenge to LA is to realize the promise of generating actionable interventions based on LA results to improve student
learning outcomes (LOs), which is often referred to as closing the loop (Corrin et al., 2016; Koedinger, Stamper, McLaughlin,
& Nixon, 2013). To gain insight into the features of studies that can successfully close the loop, we need to study cases where
LA is embedded into the learning environment for real-time feedback. Mangaroska and Giannakos (2019) conducted a
systematic review of analytics-driven learning design to enhance learning published from 2010 to 2017. Of the search results
from seven large databases, only 43 papers met their inclusion criteria of being empirical studies involving teachers and/or
students as research targets, using data analysis to address issues in educational practice, published in English, and including
an abstract. The review found that few analytics designs were explicitly connected to pedagogical models, and that the
information generated by LA tools is often misaligned with the needs and concerns of teachers.
Mangaroska and Giannakos’s (2019) study finds that among the publications included in their systematic literature review,
only a few have LA integrated into the LD to provide real-time feedback to learners and/or teachers. We have identified several
cases belonging to this category reported in the recent literature that have successfully led to improved learning outcomes and
that provide details about the learning design, the pedagogical implementation, and the specifics of the LA used (e.g., Liu &
Koedinger, 2017; Shibani et al., 2019; Mavrikis, Geraniou, Gutierrez Santos, & Poulovassilis, 2019; Haya, Daems, Malzahn,
Castellanos, & Hoppe, 2015). Careful analysis of these cases found distinct similarities that could explain their success. Each
case is driven by the development of an actionable LA-integrated LD “package,” which can be referred to as a curriculum
component since each addresses a very specific learning outcome in the curriculum. A careful examination of these curriculum
components reveals that each contains a tightly coupled set of learning task sequences, resources, LA tools, and feedback
mechanisms to address a specific learning outcome. Further analysis shows that each component comprises technological,
pedagogical, and content knowledge artifacts that are coherently connected and underpinned by pedagogical principles
grounded in the learning sciences. This has a strong parallel to Koehler and Mishra’s (2009) thesis that teachers need to possess
the relevant technological pedagogical and content knowledge (TPACK) to be able to make appropriate use of digital
technology to support student learning. This TPACK framework has since been widely adopted in teacher education programs
as well as empirical studies on teacher learning. Such an exciting parallel shows that LA, as a technology to support learning,
also needs to be fully integrated into a curriculum component that comprises a combination of technological-pedagogicalcontent knowledge artifacts (a TPACK composite for short) to achieve the desired pedagogical impact.
This discovery of curriculum components in the form of TPACK composites in successful cases of LA-integrated LD has
important implications for the development of an LD framework capable of supporting the integrated design of appropriate
actionable LA. In this section, we illustrate what a TPACK composite is (see Table 1) through identifying these in two of the
cases reported in the literature: Liu and Koedinger (2017) and Shibani et al. (2019). To do this, we analyze the curriculum
component described in each paper according to 1) the learning outcomes targeted by the component, 2) the particular learning
challenge to be addressed in order to improve learning, 3) the LA technique deployed for the analysis of learner data and
generation of feedback, 4) the task design sequence, and 5) the role of learning sciences in the design and implementation of
the LA-integrated curriculum component.
In the case reported by Liu and Koedinger (2017; to be referred to as Case A), the targeted learning outcome was the topic
of area calculation of a circle in mathematics. The authors believed that the achievement of this learning outcome depends on
student mastery of particular facts, skills, and principles, which the authors referred to as knowledge components (KC). To
discover the KCs required for this learning outcome, the authors adopted an educational data mining technique named Learning
Factors Analysis (LFA), an automated data-driven method to analyze the data collected from an intelligent tutoring system
(ITS) as used by US high school students for geometry learning. The analysis revealed two KCs that differentiate forward and
backward calculation of area for circles and squares. Based on these findings, they interpreted the difficulties encountered by
high school students to be mainly related to the backward calculation of the radius from the circle area. The online geometry
tutor was then redesigned to give more practice time to the backward calculation and improvements were also made to the
interface and hints to address this difficulty. Liu and Koedinger (2017) reported significantly higher learning gains for students
using the revised system.
In the case reported by Shibani et al. (2017; to be referred to as Case B), the targeted learning outcome was to develop
undergraduate law students’ genre-specific skills. The ability to recognize rhetorical moves and structures for specific genres
is important for particular disciplines or professions and an essential skill for students to learn. The target students needed to
learn how to write argumentative law. A writing analytics tool was used to identify the presence and appropriateness of
rhetorical structures in text. The writing analytic tool was able to conduct analysis for different genres based on the rubric and
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linguistic information provided. The intervention was designed as a modification of a well-designed four-step task sequence
(see Table 1). The writing analytic tool was introduced in Step 4, when students had to revise the low-quality example essay.
Students were able to seek feedback on any of their draft revisions at any time. Students found the intervention to be useful in
helping them to understand the rubric and in the deliberate practice of their writing skills.
Table 1. Analysis of the Curriculum Components in Two Successful “Completing the Loop” Cases
Targeted
Learning
Outcomes
Content

TPACK1
Focus
Case A2 Calculation
of the area
of a circle

Challenge to
Learners

LA Technique

Pedagogical +
Content
Difficulty in
finding radius
of a given
circle area

Technological
Learning
Factors
Analysis (LFA)

Task Design Sequence
Learning design knowledge (TPACK)

In an online geometry Intelligent
Tutoring System (ITS), LFA discovered
two knowledge components that
differentiate forward and backward
calculation of area for circles.
Redesigned ITS to provide more
practice time on backward calculation,
modified interface, and hints to
strengthen backward calculation
support.
Case B3 GenreDifficulty in
Writing
Task sequence based on related
specific
recognizing
analytics
language learning and pedagogical
writing skill and using
design principles:
rhetorical
Matching exercise to promote
structures
understanding of the rubric.
Review of instructor’s revisions on a
sample to develop an understanding of
how rhetorical structures can be
improved.
Assess a low-quality example essay to
develop evaluative expertise using the
given rubric.
Revise the scored example essays to
improve areas that students have
identified as inadequate. Students can
seek feedback from the analytics tool
on any draft at any time.
1
TPACK stands for Technological Pedagogical and Content Knowledge
2
Liu & Koedinger (2017)
3
Shibani, Knight, Buckingham Shum, & Ryan (2017)

Role of
Learning
Sciences
Underpinning
learning theory
Interpretation of
LFA results,
redesign of ITS

Identify learner
difficulties with
rhetorical
structures,
design of
scoring rubric
for writing,
iterative
redesign of
learning tasks

We can see that, in both cases, the LA tools were tightly integrated into the design of the learning task sequence to address
a specific content goal. Further, the design of the curriculum components in these two cases were informed by technological
pedagogical content knowledge derived from robust educational research underpinned by theories of learning in the learning
sciences. While each of the LA tools can be used to address a class of analytic questions and can be used for many different
learning contexts, the successful loop cannot be repeated if the LA tool is used outside of the tightly coupled component. It is
not that the experience and tools generated in these two cases cannot be transferred to other situations. However, any transfer
must be bounded by the TPACK context of the original case. For example, in Case A, the LFA can be used to analyze student
data to discover students’ learning difficulties based on the knowledge components involved. Completing the loop in a new
context requires a new round of interpretation of the analytic results and the redesign of the intervention involving learning
sciences researchers, teachers, and instructional designers. In Case B, the writing analytics tool and the task sequence could
possibly be transferred to another context requiring student ability to recognize and use specific rhetorical structures for a given
genre in their disciplinary/professional context. Again, in this case, the writing analytics tool cannot be transferred without
appropriate adaptation involving another round of interprofessional collaboration in co-design.
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Due to space limitations, we cannot provide more examples. However, we have conducted similar analyses on two further
papers that provide similarly detailed descriptions and we have been able to identify similar TPACK composites in the
curriculum components in those cases. The discovery of these LA-integrated curriculum components in the form of TPACK
Composites has important implications for the development of a conceptual framework for LD-oriented LA. It calls for the
framework to be able to specify an LA-integrated LD pattern at the level of a curriculum component anchoring around a set of
coherent TPACK specifications. This will be discussed in a later section as part of the proposed LA integrated LD framework.
1.4. Emerging Features of a Learning Analytics Taxonomy
With the rapid expansion of LA as a research field and the ever-increasing analytics techniques available, there is an emerging
need for a systematic framework to document and locate different LA tools and initiatives within the broader LA landscape.
Several research articles in recent years have proposed taxonomies for classifying and conceptualizing LA (Gibson, Kitto, &
Willis, 2014; Nguyen, Gardner, & Sheridan, 2017; Mangaroska & Giannakos, 2019; Peña‐Ayala, 2018). While these published
LA taxonomies differ in their range of perspectives, at the core they all comprise similar key descriptive dimensions that
characterize the purpose of the LA application (e.g., prediction of students at risk, assessment, feedback), what measures are
used in the analysis (e.g., learner behaviour, student produced artifacts such as forum posting and reflective writing, and survey
data), and the techniques and tools used (e.g., regression analysis, writing analytics).
Peña‐Ayala’s (2018) proposed taxonomy comprises functionalities, learner analysis, and resources. Functionalities refer to
the purposes for deploying LA (e.g., prediction of performance, feedback); learner analysis sheds light on the learners’
characteristics, behaviour, and learning support required; and resources refer to interfaces and tools necessary for LA
implementation and database used for exploitation by LA tools and methods. Nguyen, Gardner, and Sheridan (2017) proposed
a multilayered taxonomy to capture these four different dimensions (or aspects) of an LA application: 1) the objective layer,
2) the data layer, 3) the stakeholder layer, and 4) the instrument layer. The objective layer refers to the purposes of the LA
application, which may be learner-centric (data and inference about the learner), event-centric (e.g., understanding the learning
interactions), or content-centric (e.g., evaluation of the usefulness of the resources). The data layer refers to the data sources
needed/available, such as static data (e.g., learner background) stored in a database, online log data on a learning management
system, and dynamic real-time capture of data (e.g., eye tracking). The stakeholder layer focuses on the people informed by
and benefitting from LA, such as students, teachers, researchers, administrators, etc. Lastly, the instrument layer refers to the
theories and techniques underpinning an LA application. Neither Peña-Ayala’s (2018) nor Nguyen et al.’s (2017) taxonomy
provides descriptions of the pedagogical or LD context for the LA application(s) concerned, even though an important purpose
of the taxonomy was to provide a comprehensive description of what LA techniques can be offered to students, teachers, and
instructional designers.
Some LA taxonomies also serve a communicative function to bridge LA and LD through integrating LD-related constructs
into the LA taxonomy. Gibson, Kitto, and Wills’s (2014) Cognitive Operation framework for Analytics (COPA) is one such
example. The COPA framework is underpinned by the revised Bloom’s Taxonomy (Krathwohl, 2002), which constitutes the
learning objectives categorization in the taxonomy. Seufert, Meier, Soellner, and Rietsche (2019) also argue that the
categorization of LA objectives needs to be connected to important pedagogical concerns. There are four categories of analytic
objectives in their LA taxonomy arranged in a 2x2 matrix, reflecting two focal dimensions in trying to understand student
learning: the context of learning (individual vs. social) and the analytic purpose (providing prediction vs. supporting reflection).
An example of LA that belongs to the social-reflection quadrant of the matrix is the use of social network analysis of discussion
forum participation data as a reflection stimulus to encourage more active and balanced contributions from students.
1.5. Learning Design Taxonomies
The OULDI developed an LD taxonomy that has been used extensively for documenting a wide variety of courses in authentic
contexts (Cross, Galley, Brasher, & Weller, 2012; Toetenel & Rienties, 2016). As mentioned in Section 1.1, it comprises seven
types of learning activities. This taxonomy was helpful in providing an overall picture of how LD may influence student
engagement in different learning activities and how that may affect their measured learning outcomes (Rienties & Toetenel,
2016). Using K-means cluster analysis of the time distribution across the seven activity types in 87 modules, Rienties, Toetenel,
and Bryan (2015) identified four distinct clusters, which were given pedagogical interpretations and labelled respectively as
constructivist, assessment-driven, balanced variety, and social constructivist. It was also found that providing teachers with
the visualizations of their initial designs using the OULDI taxonomy influenced their final design decisions (Toetenel &
Rienties, 2016).
Task/activity sequence and design are major foci in both LD practice and literature. The positive findings from the OULDI
research provide evidence of the pedagogical utility of this type of LD taxonomy. However, its usefulness is limited by the
level of detail available about the LD. It can only provide proxies for student engagement in the form of crude aggregates such
as total time spent on a task or number of clicks made by the learner. While distribution charts of LD activity types may
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stimulate teacher reflection and design change, this type of representation does not provide information about the design
thinking or more nuanced pedagogical considerations made. There is no perfect/magic task distribution profile. What is
reasonable or appropriate depends on many factors, including the learning context and the kind of learning outcome goals
targeted. Rienties et al. (2017) report that the LD as captured by the OULDI framework differ considerably across disciplines,
and present evidence on the risks of applying this framework uniformly across different disciplines. In conclusion, Rienties et
al. (2017) point out the need for LD approaches to provide finer-grained representations about the nuanced differences in the
design of an activity category (e.g., assessments can involve different activities and can be formative or summative).
Charlton, Magoulas, and Laurillard (2012) took an innovative approach to LD — putting the focus on LD as a digital
artifact and providing a software environment to support the design process. The design of the software platform, named
Learning Designer, is underpinned by Laurillard’s (2013) Conversational Framework. The LDs as designed artifacts can be
used to support teacher reflection and design revisions. The Learning Designer, in addition to serving as a design tool, also
serves as a repository of LDs as shareable artifacts and supports teacher collaboration in LD as a community of learning design
practitioners. The Learning Designer is designed as an intelligent platform that can make pedagogically grounded
recommendations to teacher-designers based on semantic technologies, especially an LD ontology. An ontology is a
specification of a conceptualization (Gruber, 1995) used in the field of Artificial Intelligence to refer to a formal description
of a set of concept definitions. Ontologies are designed to enable knowledge sharing and reuse, as well as for supporting
automated reasoning.
The LD ontology underpinning the Learning Designer can be interpreted as a formalized LD conceptual framework or
taxonomy (Charlton et al., 2012). At the core of this ontology are the hierarchically nested constructs of Learning Approach,
Teaching and Learning Activity (TLA), and Learning Process. Learning Approach is an abstract concept that pertains to the
roles of the teacher and learners in relation to how the learning is structured. There are nine Learning Approaches in this
ontology: 1) didactic instruction, 2) inquiry-based learning, 3) social constructivism, 4) experiential learning, 5)
constructionism, 6) collaborative learning, 7) guided discovery learning, 8) problem-based learning, and 9) cognitive
apprenticeship. Each Learning Approach is associated with several learning outcomes (which could be cognitive or affective
in nature) and TLAs. TLAs generally comprise a few Learning Processes involving students interacting with tools, resources,
and/or among themselves to achieve a set learning outcome in a session. There are five types of learning processes in this
framework: 1) acquisition, 2) discussion, 3) inquiry, 4) production, and 5) practice. An example of a social constructivist TLA
is a “tutor-supported group discussion” comprising three Learning Processes: a tutor presentation (acquisition), student
production online (posting to a forum), and tutor guided class discussion on VLE communication tools (discussion). The
ontology also comprises many contextual details such as class size, total course hours, etc.
The two LD frameworks reviewed in this section are very different in terms of their complexity. The OULDI taxonomy
essentially focuses on capturing design at the Learning Processes level in the Learning Designer ontology. Law et al. (2017)
put forward a pattern language–based learning design tool — named the Learning Design Studio — to provide pedagogically
grounded support to the LD process. The proposed pattern language was inspired by Alexander’s (1977) pattern language
conceptualization around architectural design, which has a hierarchically nested structure for the design patterns. Law et al.’s
(2017) LD pattern language can be interpreted as an LD taxonomy, which comprises several levels — course, units, and tasks
— and decisions at each level should be guided by appropriate pedagogical underpinnings. They also put forward the idea that
learning design tools should provide an interface to LA systems such that LA can be “design-aware.”
The literature on LD frameworks shows a general recognition of the importance of having an appropriate taxonomy to
guide the LD process. Published taxonomies aim to provide pedagogical support to teachers and learning designers, but differ
in their complexity and structure. Law et al. (2017) put forward the idea that an LD taxonomy can serve to provide an interface
with LA systems, but they have not provided details on how that could be achieved.

2. Multilevel Framework for LA Integrated LD: Purpose and Requirements
The LA-integrated LD framework we propose in this paper aims to serve four purposes: 1) as a taxonomy that can capture the
key pedagogical intentions in the design, operational details in the implementation, as well as the specifications of the LA that
can be used to address questions compatible with the design and design intentions; 2) as a conceptual basis for the design of a
technology platform and tools that can be used by teachers and other learning designers to design better courses, curriculum
units and LA to enhance student learning efficacy; 3) as a metacognitive scaffold to guide teachers and other LD professionals
in their design practice, and 4) be capable of representing the LA-integrated LDs at the curriculum component level as
described in section 1.3.
Based on the above purposes, the corresponding requirements on the conceptual framework are as follows:
1. It must capture the multiple layers (or grain sizes) in the pedagogical reasoning and design decisions encapsulated in
an LD (Goodyear, 2005). The layers of pedagogical decision-making here are different from the levels of granularity
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2.
3.

4.

in the learning design/instructional design literature that focuses on delineating the different grain sizes in learning
designs as artifacts (e.g., Dalziel, 2013; Hernández-Leo, Harrer, Dodero, Asensio-Pérez, & Burgos, 2007; Boyle,
2010) to highlight their structural relationship. Goodyear (2005) distinguishes four layers of pedagogical design focus:
1) pedagogical philosophy, 2) high-level pedagogy, 3) pedagogical strategy, and 4) pedagogical tactics. Pedagogical
philosophy comprises sets of beliefs, such as instructivism or constructivism, related to the nature of knowledge and
how people learn, and influences the learning outcome goal valued. A high-level pedagogy (which we will refer to as
pedagogical approach) provides some possible forms of action compatible with the pedagogical philosophy that are
appropriate for achieving the intended learning outcome, but does not prescribe action. Problem-based learning and
cognitive apprenticeship are examples of pedagogical approaches. A pedagogical strategy provides a broad sketch of
what needs to be done to achieve specific outcome objectives. The description of intentions and actions at this level is
similar to the TLAs in the Learning Designer ontology described earlier. Pedagogical tactics are also descriptions of
action but are at lower levels of granularity compared to pedagogical strategies. It often pertains to particular task
settings or designs to achieve the desired effects or outcomes during the implementation phase. This may include the
use of motivators such as badges and leader boards, or organizational techniques such as ways of grouping students
for different activities. These four levels of pedagogical considerations are loosely coupled since decisions made at
one level do not prescribe action at another level. However, decisions made at one level do constrain the range of
possibilities at other levels so as to ensure alignment across the decisions made at different levels.
If the LA component of the framework is to support and guide the design of analytical questions pertaining to the
different levels of LD decisions, it must also have a multilevel structure compatible with that of the LD framework.
Within educational settings, teachers often have a relatively clear grasp of the learning outcomes they wish/need to
achieve through the implementation of the LD they are developing. They often also hold some established pedagogical
philosophy but may or may not have an idea of what pedagogical approach might be appropriate. The biggest challenge
in developing an LD is in knowing what pedagogical strategy to adopt and which pedagogical tactics could be used.
The framework thus needs to provide a procedural description/guide on how to construct a pedagogically sound LD
given a set of learning outcome objectives and a preferred pedagogical approach.
In addition to providing a framework that describes the pertinent constructs at different levels of design granularity,
the framework should also support the documentation and archiving of LA-integrated curriculum component learning
designs, which should comprise descriptions at both the pedagogical strategy and tactics levels.

3. The Proposed Multilevel Framework for LA-integrated LD Patterns
In our work, we focus on providing LD decision-making support to teachers to promote their adoption of technology-enhanced
social constructivist pedagogies at the philosophical level. In this section, we describe the conceptual framework that we have
constructed for this work based on the requirements presented above.
3.1. Multilevel Design Hierarchy
From a structural perspective, our framework supports three levels of LD decisions: course/curriculum unit, curriculum
component, and learning tasks, which, as we will explain, matches the pedagogical decision hierarchy, defined as approach,
strategy, and tactics. We adopt an outcome-based approach to curriculum design (Spady, 1993) in which course planning starts
with the specification of learning outcomes, followed by a backward design of learning tasks and assessments to achieve and
assess the intended learning outcomes. Learning outcomes are closely related to the subject discipline involved but should not
be limited to disciplinary knowledge and skills. Generic outcomes such as 21st-century skills of communication and
collaboration should also be considered. Learning design generally starts at the course/curriculum unit level, with the goal of
helping students to achieve a specific set of coherent learning outcomes. The design of a course or curriculum unit also needs
to set out the total learner study time (including a specification of the time allocated to structured learning time, either face-toface or online, and the expected self-directed learning time), organizational arrangements such as the number of sessions (or
lessons), the time allocated to each session, and any general learning environment support needed for the course or unit.
As mentioned in the previous section, the next level of design is to determine the pedagogical approach that would be
compatible for achieving the learning outcome goals of the course or unit. Different approaches generally prioritize a different
set of generic learning outcomes, in addition to disciplinary knowledge and skills targeted. A pedagogical approach is often
characterized by a design assumption that students would best learn through a sequence of learning foci and experiences, each
building up the necessary knowledge, skills, and/or setting for the next experience. For example, a common depiction of selfdirected learning (SDL) comprises the following sequence of curriculum components in the LD: goal setting, self-planning,
self-monitoring, self-evaluation, and revision (Pilling-Cormick & Garrison, 2007; Hew, Law, Wan, Lee, & Kwok, 2016).
Another well-known approach is problem-based learning (PBL), which is often adopted in professional education, such as in
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medical schools. While PBL does not specify exact learning activities or resources to be adopted, it does provide a framework
that specifies a sequence of “curriculum components” that should be included. For example, Barrows (1986) provides a fivecomponent model in medical education, comprising 1) observe the patient, 2) generate diagnostic hypothesis, 3) refine
diagnostic hypothesis and generate treatment plan, 4) collect observations and data during the “treatment,” and 5) final
evaluation of the diagnosis and treatment. There are other descriptions of PBL for medical or other disciplines, such as HmeloSilver (2004) and Shuler (2012), which provide largely similar sequences of curriculum components. Each component serves
to achieve specific learning outcomes, which may be disciplinary knowledge, disciplinary skills, and/or generic skills.
Pedagogical strategy is a design decision to achieve a specific set of learning objectives by providing a set of learning
experiences for the student. For example, “predict-observe-explain” and brainstorming can both be pedagogical strategies for
the goal-setting curriculum component in SDL. We refer to the instantiation of a pedagogical strategy as a curriculum
component, such as adopting the predict-observe-explain strategy for goal setting in an SDL course/unit.
A pedagogical strategy comprises several learning tasks. For example, the predict-observe-explain strategy usually
comprises a sequence of four learning tasks: 1) predict what would happen when an action is taken, 2) conduct experiment and
observe, 3) explain whether the observation aligns with the prediction and why, and 4) reflect. For the implementation of a
pedagogical strategy to be successful, the task settings — such as the social organization, the use of motivators, etc. — are
important. The same learning task can be organized very differently depending on the task settings. A pedagogical strategy
will contain guidance in the form of appropriate pedagogical tactics for task setting within the strategy.
In summary, LD is a complex, multilevel activity that requires a multilevel framework. We have provided the description
of an LD conceptual framework comprising four levels of granularity in design — from the course or unit level to curriculum
components to learning tasks and task settings — with the design decisions at each level guided by pedagogical philosophy,
approach, strategy, and tactics respectively. While the description appears to be linear, the actual design process is much less
rigid, and iterations/digressions are expected. However, the framework (and preferably a technology platform underpinned by
the framework) will help teachers and LD professionals to keep track of their design at these different levels to maintain
coherence and alignment across and within the different levels.
3.2. Task Taxonomy
In nearly all the LD frameworks reviewed (e.g., Cross et al., 2012; Charlton et al., 2012), the categorization of learning tasks
is a core component in the framework. Task taxonomies are important in providing information about the nature of the learning
experiences students will have, such as receiving instruction, engaging in inquiry, or exploration. As such, the task taxonomy
also provides important LD information for analytic operations as our review in section 1 reveals. There are different ways of
categorizing tasks. We have adopted the task taxonomy from Law et al. (2017) as it foregrounds pedagogies advocated for the
development of 21st-century skills. In addition, the taxonomy identifies social organization of learning as a task setting rather
than a task type, in recognition of the increasing integration of collaboration and social interaction designs into different task
types in LDs. The taxonomy proposed by Law et al. (2017) comprises 12 task types (as shown in Figure 1), which are further
grouped into four categories, each comprising three task types.

Figure 1. Taxonomy of learning tasks (Law et al., 2017)
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The directed learning category includes receiving and interpreting information, practice, and tests/examinations. The
exploratory learning category comprises information exploration (e.g., information search and evaluation), exploration through
conversations (e.g., face-to-face and forum discussions), and explorations through tangible/immersive investigations (e.g.,
experiments, simulations, role-plays). The productive learning tasks include three types of creative constructions:
conceptual/visual artifacts (e.g., essays, concept maps, artwork), tangible/manipulable artifacts (e.g., models, programs, robotic
systems), or performative productions such as oral presentations, dance, drama, etc. The fourth category is reflective learning,
which includes three task types: creating a reflection artifact (e.g., a reflection journal, an e-portfolio), revisions of earlier
work, or doing peer- or self-assessment.
3.3. Task Level Design
A set of vocabularies specifies the settings of each learning task, including social organization, group size, feedback, motivator,
duration of the task, activity setting, resources, and tools used. For instance, there are four types of social organization of
learning: whole class, individual, peer (e.g., peer assessment, peer teaching), and group work. If group work is adopted,
teachers may also specify the group size, and the method for grouping students (e.g., random assignment, student selection,
criteria-based assignment) if deemed appropriate for the context of the LD. The format of feedback provided to students is
another important design issue at the task level. It can be automated feedback generated by a learning management system
(LMS), or peer feedback from a peer assessment activity. The setting of a motivator is a tactic to increase students’ learning
interests and engagement, such as by providing a badge to reward good performance, or by invoking social recognition by
setting up a leader board. The task setting also specifies that mode of learning interaction: face-to-face in a classroom,
synchronous or asynchronous online. It also provides descriptions of technologies, tools, and resources needed to support the
learning task, such as assessment rubrics, worksheets, concept mapping tools, and LMS functionalities.
3.4. LA Component of the LD Taxonomy
As LA should be an integral part of the LD decision-making process, LD design frameworks should include a conceptualization
of LA design. For LA to inform and support learning and LD at these different levels, the LA component of the taxonomy
should also have a multilevel structure. We propose a conceptual framework for the LA component of an LA-integrated LD
framework. It comprises five dimensions: 1) LA functionality, 2) LA measure, 3) data type, 4) LA technique, and 5)
stakeholders targeted. The LA specifications for each of these five dimensions need to be stated at the specific LD level when
implemented. Figure 2 provides example categories for the five dimensions at three levels: course/unit, curriculum component,
and task. However, analytics can also be specified at the task setting level, such as student patterns of engagement with a
specific resource or the patterns of social interaction in a discussion forum.

Figure 2. Our LA taxonomy
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A guiding principle in our design of this conceptual framework is to recognize the fact that LD-oriented LA questions often
pertain to a particular LD level, even though the LA functionality is the same. For example, in predicting performance at the
course level, course-level measures — such as students’ aggregated participation, satisfaction and perceived value, login and
participation statistics — would have to be included. Descriptive analysis and inferential analysis may be used to analyze these
data to predict student performance and their risk of drop-out. The results will also provide feedback to students at risk,
administrators, and teachers concerned with the overall effectiveness of the course design. LA questions at the curriculum
component level will have a more fine-grained focus. Some of the LA techniques will measure student achievement of specific
learning outcomes in each curriculum component by examining student performance of an assignment at the end of learning
sessions or weeks. In MOOC settings, it may be meaningful to investigate the stop-review-resume trajectory of students’
resource access behaviour since they have the autonomy to decide their own learning pathways from one session to another,
as well as within a session, thus their access behaviour may differ from the teacher’s intentionally designed learning sequence.
As the pedagogical underpinnings at each level are already captured in the LD, it is possible to provide LA to inform LD and
to support the design and implementation of pedagogically grounded, LA-integrated interventions.
LA questions may also make use of multiple analytic techniques involving data and measures from more than one level. It
is important to emphasize that this LA conceptual framework is only illustrative and not exhaustive. It can be enriched as
application cases and techniques emerge. An important feature of this conceptual framework is that it can support the
construction of LA-integrated LD patterns, as discussed in the next section.
3.5. LD–LA Connected Design Patterns
In section 1.3, we report on our identification of LA-integrated curriculum components as productive units for connecting LA
to LD with demonstrable success in “completing the loop”; the LA-integrated LD framework should support the specification
of LA-integrated LD patterns at the level of a curriculum component anchoring around a set of coherent TPACK specifications.
In this section, we elaborate on the concept of LD patterns and how the proposed framework can be used to construct LAintegrated LD patterns. The concept of a design pattern as proposed here was first put forward by Alexander (1977) in the
context of architectural design:
[a design pattern] describes a problem which occurs over and over again in our environment,
and then describes the core of the solution to that problem, in such a way that you can use this
solution a million times over, without ever doing it the same way twice (p. x).
According to Alexander (1977), a design pattern provides a semi-structured description of the “solution” for a given
problem within a particular context. Based on this conceptualization, it is possible to formulate a design pattern for both Cases
A and B to support its transfer to situations with similar problems and contexts. This concept has inspired many LD researchers
since the early 2000s as the field gained momentum (Goodyear & Retalis, 2010; Laurillard, 2013; Mor, Mellar, Warburton, &
Winters, 2014). There have been many efforts to use the problem-context-solution format to capture and document learning
designs, some of which also incorporate the use of learner data to modify the patterns to suit the specific contexts (e.g.,
Inventado & Scupelli, 2015). Technology platforms such as the Learning Designer (Bower, Craft, Laurillard, & Masterman,
2011) and Learning Design Studio (Law et al., 2017) have also been developed based on Alexander’s (1977) design pattern
framework to support teacher learning and collaboration in learning design. It should be noted that the granularity of the
patterns in the published literature varies greatly from that of a topic to a task or a task setting. There are several important
differences between the Learning Analytics integrated Curriculum Component Design Patterns (LA-CCDP) proposed here and
the design patterns in the published literature. First, CCDPs are designs at a specific granularity: an LA-CCDP comprises a set
of interconnected learning tasks that together address a specific learning outcome. Second, while all learning design patterns
following the Alexandrian conceptualization contain information about the learning problem (targeted learning outcome), the
context (course and student context), and the solution (task sequence of each LA-CCDP with its underpinning TPACK foci).
Third, the LA and associated feedback interventions are fully integrated into the design pattern. Fourth, the conditions for
applicability and the elements to be modified for different contexts should be made explicit in the LA-CCDP solution
description. In the following section, we will elaborate on the following elements: 1) how the TPACK foci guide the
development of Learning Analytics integrated Curriculum Components (LA-CCs); 2) how an LA-CC is a learning design at a
specific granularity (within the hierarchy of the course, curriculum component, and task levels); and 3) what kinds of LA can
be adopted for each level of granularity. At the end of section 4, we will discuss the relationship between LA-CC and LACCDP.

4. Illustration of How the Framework Can Be Implemented
The LD portion of the integrated framework has been developed based on 60 LDs of STEM curriculum units created by
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teachers involved in a university–school partnership project from 2017 to 2019. These were collated and archived in a database.
This government-funded project aimed to provide support to teachers for developing their capacity to adopt SDL as a pedagogy
of choice to promote inquiry-based learning in STEM subjects, and to strengthen students’ STEM knowledge, skills, and 21stcentury competencies. Based on our analysis of the 60 LDs and our inferences on how LA can be integrated into the LD
process, we have developed inductively an operationalizable 7-step approach to guide teachers’ LD practice, and formalized
it as a learning design triangle (LDT) framework. It is intended to guide teachers from a starting point when they have broadly
identified the learning outcomes for a course/unit to completing the entire LA-integrated LD. In the context of this partnership,
the pedagogical approach was already determined to be SDL. We also encourage teachers to structure their LDs as authentic
practices in the STEM professions. We thus find that most of the LDs are designed as scientific investigations or engineering
designs, which we refer to as disciplinary practices. The LDT then starts with teachers having made decisions about the learning
outcomes to be achieved, and the disciplinary practice they wish to model in the inquiry process. Figure 3 provides a visual
representation of the 7-step LDT framework for guiding the LD decision-making process. In the remainder of this section, we
use one of the 60 archived LDs from the STEM partnership project to illustrate how the 7-step LDT framework can be
operationalized in an authentic context. The selected LD was designed as an 11-session curriculum unit for grade 8 students.
The title of the unit was “The Science of Cooking.”

Figure 3. A visual representation of the 7-step LDT framework for guiding the LD decision-making process
4.1. Step 1: Grounding the Learning Design Triangle
The LDT serves as a cognitive tool to scaffold design decisions based on a general pedagogical approach (e.g., SDL) and a
selected authentic practice format in a disciplinary area to generate curriculum components and further detailed designs to
achieve the intended learning outcome goals for the unit. Learning outcomes, disciplinary practice, and pedagogical approach
are three key elements to be defined at the start of the design process. Figure 4 illustrates how these three elements are mapped
in the LDT framework. For the LD, the teacher selected scientific investigation (SI) as the disciplinary practice for structuring
the flow of the SDL inquiry process. In STEM, SI practices generally consist of five main steps: 1) formulate inquiry questions;
2) research and propose hypothesis; 3) design and conduct experiments; 4) collect and analyze data, interpret results, and draw
conclusions; and 5) communicate findings and formulate further action, such as improving the investigation. The SDL
approach adopted in the school partnership STEM project comprises five stages: 1) goal setting, 2) self-planning, 3) selfmonitoring, 4) self-evaluation, and 5) revision (see Figure 5). The intended learning outcomes were scientific knowledge about
the five essential nutrients and ways to test for their presence, scientific inquiry skills, and SDL skills.
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Figure 4. Design triangle for “The Science of Cooking”

Figure 5. Five key stages in self-directed learning
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4.2. Step 2: Decide the Sequence of Curriculum Components
Figure 4 also illustrates how, given the decision to adopt SI as the disciplinary practice and SDL as the pedagogical approach,
the curriculum components can be identified and matched with the intended learning outcomes. First, the five steps in SI can
be conveniently mapped to the corresponding stages in the SDL approach. In the first curriculum component, students should
learn how to formulate a scientific inquiry question by themselves, and propose a hypothesis for the inquiry in the second
component. This maps well with the goal-setting step in SDL, and in terms of learning outcomes, students are expected to gain
a basic understanding about the five nutrients as well as skills in goal setting through this component. The other four curriculum
components are as follows: 1) research and propose a hypothesis as a deepening stage of goal setting; 2) design experiments
through self-planning and conduct the experiment through self-monitoring; 3) conduct experiments while exercising selfmonitoring; and 4) analyze data and interpret results through self-evaluation and revision.
4.3. Step 3: Determine the Pedagogical Strategy and Task Sequence for Each Curriculum Component
In the ideal situation, there should be a variety of LA-CCDPs available for teachers to consider for adoption and customization
for each curriculum component. Step 3 focuses on planning a pedagogical strategy that provides a recommended task sequence
encapsulating various learning experiences that teachers can create for students to achieve the learning objectives. Figure 6
shows the pedagogical strategy adopted for each curriculum component. Each task in the sequence belongs to one of the twelve
task taxonomies (see Figure 1). Further, the project encourages teachers to adopt assessment as learning (Earl, 2012) in their
assessment design. Thus, assessment is not considered to be one of the task types in task taxonomy; rather, teachers may select
tasks in their LD to incorporate assessment functions into the design. Technically, teachers can tag any task to an assessment
function in the task setting. Within a pedagogical component, the task settings may offer recommendations for assessmentrelated resources, such as rubrics or examples of work. In designing task settings, the teacher can also add or customize such
resources.

Figure 6. Pedagogical strategy adopted for each curriculum component
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To conserve space, we provide an illustration for the process of designing the pedagogical strategy for the first curriculum
component. The pedagogical strategy selected for goal setting is “observation and reflection on a science phenomenon.” The
strategy comprises a sequence of four tasks (see Figure 7). To begin, the teacher use stimulus materials (possibly multimedia
resources such as videos) to raise student interest and engagement in the topic, and the corresponding task type for “students
observe the scenarios in the presented stimulus” is “receiving and interpreting information.” Students are then asked to work
in groups to generate appropriate inquiry questions they consider worth exploring for the topic. The task type for this second
task is “exploration through conversation.” The final task in the sequence is to formulate inquiry questions and post them to
the online discussion forum. As the students must construct inquiry questions, which are conceptual artifacts, the task type is
“construction of conceptual artifacts” and belongs to the productive learning category.

Figure 7. The sequence of four learning tasks and their corresponding task types
for the pedagogical strategy “observation and reflection on a science phenomenon”
4.4. Step 4: Task Setting Design for Each Learning Task
The fourth step is to craft the setting for each learning task for effective implementation. Teachers need to specify the context
and detailed arrangements such as the tool(s), resource(s), social organization, physical setting, motivator, time duration, etc.
for implementing the task. Taking the “students observe the scenarios in the presented stimulus” task as an example, several
pedagogical tactics are suggested, as shown in Table 2. The stimulus resource can be a video, a website, or a news report as
long as it is authentic, relevant, and meaningful to learners. Students can use a well-designed worksheet to guide observations
and reflections while interacting with the stimulus. The LMS can also be set to generate automated feedback based on the
students’ video-watching behaviour, and to provide hints about the focal issues to watch for.
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Table 2. Task Setting for “Students Observe the Scenarios in the Presented Stimulus”
Type of the task
Title of the task
Description of the task
Is this an assessment task?
Social organization
Feedback
Motivators
Duration (min)
Setting
Resources
Tools
Notes and observations

Receiving and interpreting information
Students observe the scenarios in the presented stimulus
This task is used to raise student motivation and help
them understand the context of the problem
No
Individual
Automated feedback
Individual agency
5
Face-to-face (classroom)
Video, website, news, worksheet
Learning management system
Scenario and learning resources should be authentic,
relevant, and meaningful to learners
Resource example: hyperlinked video

Table 3. LA Questions for Different Levels of LD Granularity in “The Science of Cooking” Unit
Levels of
Granularity

LA Measures
Course performance
(assessment required)

Course Level

Aggregated course
participation
Course satisfaction and
perceived value

Curriculum
Component
Level
(Taking
“Formulate
inquiry
questions by
goal setting”
as an example)
Task Level
(Taking
“Students
observe the
scenarios in
the presented
stimulus” as
an example)

Achievement of component
level LOs (assessment
required)
Student engagement
measures across components
Stop-review-resume
trajectory across components
Satisfaction with resources
and perceived value
Engagement in tasks
Achievement of assessment
tasks (assessment required)
Dynamics of epistemic
change
Dynamics of group
interaction

Example LA Questions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do students master the knowledge about specific nutrients?
Do students master the skills of conducting a scientific investigation?
How do students perform in the five components of SDL?
How many times do students access each online activity and learning
resource?
Are students satisfied with the course design?
Which part of the design can be improved based on student
feedback?
Do students master the knowledge about specific nutrients?
Do students master the skills of formulating inquiry questions?
Can students set their own learning goals?
Do students access and engage in the components using the intended
sequence?
To which component do students refer most?
Which component triggers student review of other components?

•

Are students satisfied with the resources? Do they consider them
useful?
How many times do students access a specific learning activity or
resource?
Do students master the knowledge about specific nutrients?

•

How do student concepts about a specific nutrient change over time?

•

How do students interact in their group to formulate good inquiry
questions?

•

4.5. Step 5: Deciding On the Key LA Question(s)
The purpose of connecting LA in LD is to answer questions regarding learning and learning design. Law et al. (2017) thus
argue that LA questions formulated from the learning designer’s perspective are a necessary bridge in connecting LD to LA.
The LA taxonomy in our proposed framework provides a reference system for teachers to formulate LA questions that they
consider important. Teachers begin by considering at which level the LA questions are located. Table 3 provides a list of
possible LA questions relevant to different levels of granularity. At the curriculum unit level, teachers may be interested in
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students’ overall performance as well as their perceived value of this unit. At the curriculum component level, teachers may
be interested not only in student achievement of the component level learning outcomes but may also have LA questions
regarding connections across different components. At the task level, teachers may have questions about student behaviour
and performance in a specific task. For instance, how far are students engaged in the discussion forum? Does the discussion
forum help students formulate their inquiry questions successfully? What concepts or theories do students use in their
discussion?
It is important to note that some LA questions cannot be answered unless teachers have included the necessary assessment
tasks in the LD. For instance, teachers need to implement a final assessment or specify how to compute the overall assessment
score of a student’s performance in a course if students’ overall course performance is a required measure in the LA plan. At
the task level, student achievement of a specific learning outcome can be evaluated through a multiple-choice quiz or an openended writing task (e.g., posting the inquiry question[s] formulated).
4.6. Step 6: Selecting LA solutions
Once the LA questions are defined in Step 5, teachers must select the relevant LA measures needed to answer the questions.
For example, the teacher may be interested in which curriculum component has the strongest influence on students’ overall
course performance. Table 4 summarizes the LA data and techniques that can be used to provide LA measures at different
levels of LD granularity. It is evident that the same set of data (e.g., student survey) may be used to generate LA measures at
different levels. Similarly, the same techniques can be used to generate different measures. For example, social network
analysis can be used to analyze students’ social interactions within a group at the task level as well as to explore student
resource access behaviour within and across different curriculum components.
Table 4. LA Data and Techniques for Different Levels of LD Granularity in “The Science of Cooking” Unit
Levels of Granularity

LA Measures
Course performance
(assessment required)

Course Level

Aggregated course participation • Student access to the LMS

Curriculum
Component Level
(Taking “Formulate
inquiry questions by
goal setting” as an
example)

Course satisfaction and
perceived value
Achievement of component
level LOs (assessment required)
Student engagement measures
across components
Stop-review-resume trajectory
across components
Satisfaction with resources and
perceived value

Task Level
(Taking “Students
observe the scenarios
in the presented
stimulus” as an
example)

Engagement in tasks
Achievement of assessment
tasks (assessment required)
Dynamics of epistemic change
Dynamics of group interaction

Data To Be Collected
• Student’s final
assessment/project

•

Student survey

Example LA Techniques
• Descriptive analysis
• Inferential analysis
• Descriptive analysis
• Inferential analysis
• Temporal analysis
• Descriptive analysis
• Inferential analysis
• Descriptive analysis
• Inferential analysis
• Temporal analysis
• Social network analysis
• Temporal analysis
• Social network analysis

• Student assignment at the
end of the session
• Student transition across
sessions
• Student transition across
sessions
• Student survey
• Descriptive analysis
• Student access to the
resources
• Descriptive analysis
• Student access to
resources/learning activities • Temporal analysis
• Descriptive analysis
• Student performance
• Content analysis
• Student artifacts
• Thematic analysis
• Content analysis
• Student artifacts
• Thematic analysis
• Student posts in the forum
• Social network analysis
• Social network analysis
• Student posts in the forum
• Discourse analysis

4.7. Step 7: Alignment Check
LA questions can only be answered if the necessary measures and data required are available, which depends on the design
decisions. To provide guidance to teachers in their selection and adoption of LA to enhance learning and LD, the LA-CCDP
patterns provide recommendations and guidance to teachers about LA measures and techniques relevant to the approaches and
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strategies included in the pattern. The patterns also flag issues if the design decisions made do not include the necessary data
for computing the required measures.
4.8. LA-CC and LA-CCDP
We have now described the process of developing the five components of the curriculum unit for “The Science of Cooking.”
Section 4.2 describes the process of constructing five LA-CCs as the main sequence of curriculum components (CCs).
Section 4.3 then describes the determination of the sequence of four tasks in the first CC on formulating inquiry questions by
goal setting. While the specifics of some task settings in step 4 (described in section 4.4) are closely related to the disciplinary
knowledge content for “The Science of Cooking,” the task sequence, the elements of the task setting, LA questions, and LA
solutions unrelated to the subject matter content would be reusable in other learning contexts where students formulate inquiry
questions by goal setting. For LA questions related to the subject matter, both the questions and the same LA tools would
likely still be relevant. Only the specific subject matter terms and resources need to be replaced in the task and tool settings.
Thus, by removing the specific subject matter content reference, we can construct an LA-CCDP for “formulate inquiry
questions by goal setting” that would apply to learning designs in STEM subjects.

5. Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, we have reviewed the rich literature on learning analytics that focuses on learning design and its conceptual
frameworks. Based on these findings, as well as our own design-based implementation research with STEM teachers on
learning design, we have put forward an LA-integrated LD framework to “connect learning design and learning analytics,
bridge the gap between theory and practice, and/or offer guidance in use, interpretation of and reflection on learning analytics
for refinement and redesign of learning activities,” as requested in the call for papers for this issue. While the proposed
framework is yet to be empirically tested in its entirety, our proposal possesses important features that can be included in any
framework that meets the challenge. The critical characteristics of such frameworks include the following: 1) a multilevel
structure that matches the complex, multilevel nature of learning design; 2) explicit connections and guidance for LD decisions
at the different LD levels; 3) integration of the LA taxonomy and LA design decisions into the LD framework and process; 4)
mechanisms to create/document LD patterns that encompass a coherent set of technological-pedagogical content decisions
embedded into the design elements for easy adoption and customization; and 5) a procedural guide for operationalizing the
LD process that can help teachers focus on the core pedagogical decisions.
LA-integrated LD frameworks can be adopted by teachers, learning designers, and teacher educators to scaffold LD
practice as well as for pre- and in-service teacher education. It can also be used to design repositories of LDs for easy review,
sharing, and adoption. Such repositories can serve as a knowledge management space for communities of practice. Given the
LA-integration element in the framework, both the framework and representations of examples of “closing the loop” would
help teachers to understand and adopt LA in their own professional practice. In addition to providing just-in-time feedback to
students to provide more appropriate, personalized, and LD-relevant feedback (e.g., Liu & Koedinger, 2017; Shibani, Knight,
& Buckingham Shum, 2019), LA integrated learning systems can also provide students with the freedom to choose or configure
LD-relevant LAs and associated visualizations for their own learning. Just-in-time feedback can also support teachers in their
real-time classroom orchestration if used appropriately during the LD stage (Prieto, Rodríguez-Triana, Martínez-Maldonado,
Dimitriadis, & Gašević, 2019; Mavrikis, Geraniou, Gutierrez Santos, & Poulovassilis, 2019).
The framework can also be adopted by researchers in their analysis of LDs, including those with LA elements, such as in
research on teacher growth and development in their design understanding and practice. It can also be used to guide learning
technology developers in designing learning management systems and LA and associated visualization tools. Such a
framework is particularly useful in supporting interoperability of different technology tools to form an integrated system to
deliver LA-based and pedagogically relevant feedback to teachers and learners.
An important limitation of such frameworks is that they are relatively complex, and would not be readily adopted by
practitioners unless realized on a platform that can actively connect teachers to relevant curriculum component patterns,
guiding them by highlighting the most important design decisions while minimizing the cognitive demand of less important
details. As teachers become more proficient, they can examine and modify the designs at any level of granularity and contribute
new or modified LDs and patterns. Another challenge to the adoption of such frameworks is the relative isolation of the LD
and LA practitioner communities.
The LA-integrated LD framework is still at a preliminary stage of development, particularly the LA components in the
LDT. Further piloting of the framework with different stakeholder groups would be necessary to gauge its utility as well as to
refine it. Further directions for research and development include the curation of successful “completing the loop” practice
examples to provide design representations, and possibly to extract design patterns for more general dissemination. Another
very important direction for future work is the development of technology systems that integrate an LD authoring tool, a
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learning management system, and LA-cum-visualization components into one system to support different stakeholders to work
productively together.
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